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• Several methods available to account for unobserved substructure in the context of GWAS.   
•The problem of stratification is not resolved in genomic models where all markers are fitted 
simultaneously.  
•This is addressed  using a reparameterisation that allows simultaneous inference of parameters and 
of unobserved population structure. 

Reparameterisation of standard genomic model (REPMOD) based on  
1. computing the eigenvalue decomposition of the genomic relationship matrix, and  
2. expressing the mean of the data as a function of the observed matrix of eigenvectors as covariates 

and random regression coefficients.  

Two  attractive properties of REPMOD: 
1. In an McMC environment,  random regression coeffficients can be updated simultaneously 
2. eigenvectors can reveal the presence of substructure and two natural decompositions of the genomic 

variance  are possible. One marker dependent only, and the other trait dependent. This gives insight 
into when and how inferences are affected by substructure. 

RESULTS (analysis of wheat data (1279 markers) and of height, HDL cholesterol and systolic blood  
pressure (SYS) in humans (1 million markers).  

First left: first vs second largest axes of variation in wheat. 
Two rightmost figures: first vs second and third vs second  
largest axes of variation in humans. (marker dependent) 

Proportion of (marker dependent) variance  
explained by the eigenvectors for increasing number  
of eigenvectors. Left: wheat data. Right: human data. 

RED: Posterior means of genomic heritability  (y- axis)  computed using REPMOD after accounting for the 
 proportion of variance due to d  dominating eigenvectors. BLUE: genomic heritability computed after  
including d dominating eigenvectors treating regression coefficients as fixed effects  (ill-poseed model).  
Three leftmost figures:Human  data. Rightmost figure: wheat data. (trait dependent) 

CONCLUSSIONS:  
• REPMOD is easy  to implement and computationally efficient 
• REPMOD leads to a unified approach to infer  genomic parameters and uncover population structure 
•  Task for the future: maintain the features of REPMOD and allow for marker-specific shrinkage  
 


